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This supplemental brief responds to the Brief for the United
States as Amicus Curiae.

The Solicitor General concedes that "[p]etitioner may be
correct that the split of authority precipitated by Frenville
presents an issue of general importance under the bankruptcy
laws." U.S. Br. at 18. Yet because the Solicitor General
apparently endorses the result below and the Frenville analysis
onwhich it is based, see fri at 14-15 & 16 n.4, he goes to great
lengths to avoid review here.

1. The Solicitor General first echoes respondent's argument
that this Court should deny certiorari on the ground that the
question presented to this Court is framed more broadly than
the issue decided by the courts below. See U.S. Br. at 10-13.
Like respondent, the Solicitor General emphasizes that the
second round of litigation below focused on the narrow
question whether the liability imposed by Washington's MTCA
was analogous to the liability imposed under prior state law.
Seeid. at 11.

As petitioner has already explained, the narrow focus of the
second round of litigation was ordained by the Court of
Appeals' disposition of the first round of litigation. See Pet.
Rep. at 6-7. During that first round, petitioner advanced the
very argument it advances here—that a federal bankruptcy
"claim" can arise even before a state-law cause of action has
accrued ifthefacts on which the claim is based are known. See
id. at 6 (quoting petitioner's appellate briefs).1

It is hardly surprising, thus, that the Solicitor General
carefully refrains from endorsing respondent's mistaken

'The Solicitor General half-beartedly attempts to explain away one of the
passages cited by petitioner from its first-round briefs below, seeU.S. Br.
at 13 n.2, but makes no effort to explain away the other passage, seePet.
Rep. at 6. in any event, these incomplete explanations il to recognize that
throughout this litigation petitioner has sought to formulate several related
arguments to support its position, both challenging and seeking to
distinguish the cases relied on by the court below.
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contention that petitioner iiled to preserve below the issue
presented here. Rather, the Solicitor General asserts only that
petitioner's legal arguments with respect to that issue now
sweep more broadly than before. Even if that assertion were
correct (which it is not), the Solicitor General recognizes that
it would not preclude this Court's review of the question
presented. See U.S. Br. at 12-13. The Solicitor General's
invocation of amoijhous "prudential concerns" to avoid review
ignores the fact that the legal and factual issues presented in the
petition are fUlly developed and ripe for review.

Indeed, the Solicitor General acknowledges that the Seventh
Circuit expressly addressed the very issue presented for
review. See U.S. Br. at 6 (noting that the Seventh Circuit
concluded in the first round of litigation that "Union Pacific's
claim for indemnification of its liability under state law arose
after the discharge and thus was not barred") (quoting Pet.
App. at 23a); U.S. Br. at 9 (noting that the Seventh Circuit
stated in the second round of litigation that its prior decision
had "'joined other courts * * * in concluding that claims based
on a statute enacted after the discharge date are not barred")
(quoting Pet. App. at 3a). It is unquestionably appropriate for
this Court to review an issue that the court below actually
addressed. See, e.g., Lebron v. National KR. Passenger Corp.,
115S. Ct. 961, 965 (1995).

2. On the merits of the question presented—whether a State
can frustrate a federal bankruptcy discharge by imposing new
post-discharge liabilities based on lcnoswi pre-discharge
conduct—the Solicitor General's brief only confirms the need
for this Court's review. In endorsing the Seventh Circuit's
reasoning and result, the Solicitor General tacitly endorses the
approach previously adopted by the Third Circuit in In re
Frenville Co., 744 F.2d 332 (3d Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469
U.S. 1160 (1985), which has been roundly criticized by courts
and commentators for more than a decade. See Pet. at 13-15 &
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tin. 12, 13. The Solicitor General offers three arguments in
support of his position.

First, the Solicitor General asserts that the tenn "claim" as
used in federal bankruptcy law is not broad enough to
encompass post-discharge state-law liabilities based on pre-
discharge conduct. See U.S. Br. at 13-14. He thus echoes a
similar position unsuccessfitlly advanced by the United States
in such previous cases as Pennsylvania Dep 't of Public Welfare
v. Davenport, 495 U.S. 552 (1990), and Ohio v. Kovacs, 469
U.S. 274 (1985), where this Court emphasized that the term
"claim" must be given its broadest possible definition to
resolve all conceivable liabilities in a bankruptcy discharge.
See Davenport, 495 U.S. at 558; Kovacs, 469 U.S. at 279; see
also Johnson v. Home State Bank, 501 U.S. 78,83 (1991).2

Second, the Solicitor General observes that many provisions
of federal bankruptcy law incorporate state law by reference.
See U.S. Br. at 14-15. That observation, however, misses the
point. It is one thing for the federal bankruptcy laws to look to
state law to determine the legal consequences of pre-discharge
conduct in a federal bankruptcy discharge; it is another thing
altogether for state law to create or alter rights or obligations
based on pre-discharge conduct after the discharge.3

2 UnlIkerespondent, the Solicitor General acknowledges that; at least for
purposes of this case, there is no meaningM difibrence between the
definition of "claim" in § 77 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 and the 1978
Banlcniptcy Code. See U.S. Br. at 14. Petitioner has already explained why
this is so. See Pet. Rep. at 2-3; seealso Gardner v. New Jersey. 329 U.S.
565, 573 (1947) ("(T)he sweeping, all-inclusive definitions of 'claims' and
'creditors' in § 77 leave no room for exception under it").

The Solicitor General's attempt to analogize this case to cases involving
post-discharge liabilities created under federal law only confuses the issue.
See U.S. Br. at 16 & n.4 (citing In re Chateaugay Corp., 53 F.3d 478 (2d
Cir.), cert denied, 116 S. Ct. 298(1995)); In re Penn Central Transp. Co.,
944 F.2d 164 (3d Cir. 1991), cen. denied, 503 U.S. 906 (1992). Petitioner

(continued...)
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Third, the Solicitor General asserts that the federal
bankruptcy laws present no obstacle to the imposition under
state law of "retrospective liability on all persons who engaged
in similar conduct during a defined time period," even if such
persons have undergone a reorganization and received afederal
bankruptcy discharge. U.S. Br. at 16 n.4. With all due respect,
this position ignores the Supremacy Clause. It is well-
established that the federal bankruptcy laws preempt
inconsistent state enactments. See, e.g., Steliwagen v. Clum,
245 U.S. 605, 613 (1918). Once a reorganized entity has
received a federal bankruptcy discharge, it is treated, for
federal bankruptcy purposes, as a new and distinct entity that
does not catty forward any liabilities and obligations from the
pre-petition entity.4 That is the essential foundation of the
"fresh start" policy embodied in federal bankruptcy law—a
critical point that underscores the importance of the issue
presented here. See Memorandum to the Solicitor General
from Prof. Elizabeth Warren 3-4 (Nov. 6, 1996) (attached as
Appendix A). The Solicitor General may sympathize with
state environmental laws that "complemen[t]" the federal
environmental laws, U.S. Br. at 16 n.4, but such state laws
cannot preempt federal bankruptcy law.

3. Finally, the Solicitor General mimics respondent's efforts
to negate the circuit split by artificially narrowing the question
presented in this case. Like respondent, the Solicitor General
contends that the only question presented is whether a state

(...continued)
has never challenged the authority of Congress to enact federal statutes that
limit the scope of the federal bankruptcy laws. See Pet. at 13 n.h. The
issue in this case is not whether one federal statute trumps another, but
whether state law will be allowed to trump federal law.

4Thus, the proper analogy here is not between a reorganized entity and all
other businesses, but between a reorganized entity and all other businesses
that commenced operations on or after the date of the federal bankruptcy
discharge
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statutory cause of action that arises after a federal bankruptcy
discharge may be applied to pm-discharge conduct. A state
common-law cause of action that arises after a federal
bankruptcy discharge, the Solicitor General insists, presents a
"distinct" issue. See U.S. Br. at 17. This is the quintessential
distinction without a difference.5

For federal bankruptcy purposes, it is immaterial why, in any
particular case, a cause of action arises after the underlying
conduct on which it is based. It may arise by virtue of the
enactment of a new statute, or it may arise by virtue of a host
of other "fixture event[sl." U.S. Br. at 18. The Solicitor
General offers no reason why a post-discharge cause of action
based on the common law may be characterized as
"contingent," but a post-discharge cause of action based on a
statute may not. Them are any number of reasons why a given
cause of action may not arise until long after the facts on which
it is based—the maturation of a loan guaranty, the prolonged
latency period of an illness, the creation of a new employee
right, the enaciment of a new statute, or a change in substantive
common-law rights (e.g., an expansion of successor liability).
In each of these instances, and many others, allowing new post-
discharge claims under state law would threaten the central
objectives of the federal bankruptcy laws—equal treatment of
all creditors and a "fresh start" for the reorganized entity.

Thus, the Solicitor General's effort to narrow the question
presented in this case rests upon nothing but the same semantic
sleight-of-hand previously attempted by respondent. The
Solicitor General's assertion that the cases criticizing Frenville
all involved a "cause of action that was in existence at the time

Indeed, so desperate is the Solicitor General to nairow the question
presented that he actually declares that "there is little likelihood that a
conflict will develop among the courts of appeals over the question whether
the MTCA creates new liability distinct from prior state law." U.S. Br. at
17.

5
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of the bankruptcy," U.S. Br. at 18, is untrue in all but in the
most theoretical sense. None of those causes of action was in
existence at the time of the bankruptcy; none of them had
accrued until subsequent developments that postdated the
bankruptcy discharge. Indeed, they might never have accrued,
just as the Washington state legislature might never have
enacted the MTCA; they were not simply "unripe," but again,
there was no "existing cause of action at the time of the
bankruptcy." Id. The crucial point is that none of these
subsequent events, whatever their significance under state law,
can be allowed to trump a federal bankruptcy discharge in a
closed case.

The Solicitor General also attempts to deny the circuit split
by emphasizing that the Seventh Circuit did not cite Frenville
below. See U.S. Br. at 18. That is true but irrelevant, as the
Seventh Circuit did apply Frenville's reasoning. Instead of
citing Frenville directly, the Seventh Circuit cited another
Third Circuit case, In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 944 F.2d
164 (3d Cir. 1991), cen. denied, 503 U.S. 906(1992), which in
turn relied on Schweitzer v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 758 F.2d
936 (3d Cir.), cert. denie4 474 U.S. 864 (1985), which in turn
relied on Frenville. See App. at 33a, 3a; 944 F.2d at 167-68;
758 F.2d at 943. The Solicitor General implicitly
acknowledges that Penn Central is aligned with those cases
(which he vors) that accord with and descend from Frenville.
See U.S. Br. at 16-18. That point has been underscored by the
Third Circuit itself, which in the second round of the Penn
Central litigation expressly relied on Frenville and pointedly
reaffirmed its continued adherence to the Frenville analysis,
despite its recognition of the mounting criticism from other
courts. See In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 71 F.3d 1113,
1117 n.5 (3d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, ll6S. Ct. 1851 (1996).

By adopting the Frenville analysis in this case, the Seventh
Circuit has now intensified the existing circuit split. As the
Solicitor General concedes, the Fourth and Ninth Circuits have
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expressly rejected Frenville and held that a federal bankruptcy
discharge bars a subsequent state-law claim when "the
potential claimant has sufficient notice" of the pre-petition
conduct so that the potential liability is within the parties' "fair
contemplation" at the time of the bankruptcy. See U.S. Br. at
17-18 (citing In re Jensen, 995 F.2d 925, 930-31 (9th Cir.
1993); Grady v. 4.11 Robins Co., 839 F.2d 198, 201-03 (4th
Cir.), cert. dismissed, 487 U.S. 1260 (1988)). If the Seventh
Circuit had followed this analysis, rather than the Frenville
approach, petitioner would have readily prevailed in light of
the manifest environmental problems at the Tacoma railyard
that doomed respondent's attempt to circumvent the
bankruptcy discharge with its CERCLA claims. Similarly, the
Solicitor General acknowledges that the Eleventh Circuit has
expressly rejected Frenville and held that a federal bankruptcy
discharge bars a subsequent state-law claim wherever there is
"a significant pm-petition relationship between the debtor and
the potential claimant." See U.S. Br. at 17 (citing In re Piper
Aircraft Corp., 58 F.3d 1573, 1577 (11th Cir. 1995)). if the
Seventh Circuit had applied this test, rather than the Frenville
approach, petitioner would again have readily prevailed in light
of respondent's extensive involvement in the Milwaukee Road
bankruptcy. Notwithstanding the Solicitor General's semantic
contortions, the fact thus remains that the result in this case
would have been different had it been filed in these other
circuits—the very definition of a circuit split.' This particular

See also Franklin Say. Ass 'it v. Office ofThrjft Supervision, 31 FJd
1020, 1022 (10th dr. 1994) (noting the "split in authority regarding when
a right of payment of an unmatured claim arises for bankruptcy purposes");
In re Hemingway 7'ransp., Inc., 954 F.2d 1, 8 irS (1st dr. 1992) (refusing
to follow Frenville and noting that "more recent decisions consistently have
declined to accept the Frenville reasoning and its failure to accord fill
breadth to the term 'claim"). The Bankruptcy Courts are also split over
Frenville. Compare In re Barrett, 136 B.R. 387, 395 (Bankr. El). Pa.
1992); In re Adams, 106 Bit 811, 823 (Bait. N.J. 1989) with In re
FairchildAircraft Corp., 184 Bit 910,923 (Bait. W.D. TeL 1995); In re
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split is especially undesirable, as it encourages forum-
shopping under the federal bankruptcy laws, where the
Constitution specifically seeks the establishment of "unifonn
Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United
States." U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, ci. 4.

4. Although the Solicitor General endorses the decision
below and urges this Court to deny review, he does not deny
the practical significance of this case. Indeed, even if the
Solicitor General were correct that the question presented here
could reasonably be limited to the validity of state attempts to
impose new statutory (as opposed to common law) liability
based on pre-discharge events, the issue is still of immense
importance. The Solicitor General's brief takes no account of
nwnerous letters that he received from entities that currently
are or previously were involved in a bankruptcy reorganization.
Such of those letters as petitioner has been able to obtain are
attached as Appendix B. The letter from the American
Financial Group, in particular, notes that the company has
invested "hundreds of millions of dollars in reorganizing
companies" over the past thirty years, but will not continue to
invest in reorganizing businesses until this disparate
application of the bankruptcy laws is righted, because investors
cannot now "rely on the finality of discharge and a fresh start
for the debtor." See App. at 1 la. These letters vividly
illustrate the bairn wrought by decisions like the one below and
Frenville, and underscore the need for this Court to address and
clari& this unsettled corner of the law.

5. There is yet another reason why the issue raised in this
case is of substantial importance to the lives of millions of
Americans and to the United States Treasury. The Pension

&e, 60 B.lt 690,704 (Bankr. M.D. Tent. 1986). The latter split alone is
enough to warrant this Court's review of this important federal bankruptcy
issue. See, eg., Davenport, 495 U.s. at 557("To address a conflict among
Bankruptcy Courts on this issue, we granted certiorari
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Benefit Guaranty Corporation, created by Congress in 1974, is
an independent federal agency entrusted with insuring and
protecting the pension benefits of more than 30 million
Americans who work in the private sector and their
dependents. See PBGC v. LTV Corp., 496 U.S. 633, 636-40
(1990). The PBGC plays an increasingly important role in
many corporate reorganizations. See, e.g., Daniel Keating,
Chapter Ii's New Ten-Ton Monster: The PBGC and
Bankruptcy, 77 Minn. L. Rev. 803 (1993). In its petition for
certiorari in the LTVcase, which itself arose out of a prolonged
Chapter 11 proceeding, the PBGC noted that it deals regularly
with bankrupt employers and "has a docket of more than 600
active bankruptcy cases." Petition for Certiorari in PBGC v.
LTV Corp., U.S. No. 89-390, at 26.

As shown in an accompanying memorandum that petitioner
has compiled from public sources, the PBGC has become a
direct stakeholder with substantial equity interests in a number
of reorganized entities. See Appendix C. Thus, for example,
the PBGC received a $375 million general unsecured claim in
the Continental Airlines bankruptcy settlement, which was
satisfied by the issuance of common stock in the reorganized
entity. Similarly, in the Kaiser Steel bankruptcy proceeding,
the PBGC became a 28% shareholder in the reorganized
company, and in the TWA bankruptcy proceeding, the PBGC
received notes payable by the reorganized company worth a
total of $244 million as well as more than four million shares
of common stock. These examples and the others set forth in
Appendix C show that the PBGC has a direct and veiy
substantial interest in maintaining the integrity of the federal
bankruptcy process against the imposition of new state-law

7Congress has granted the PROC its own independent litigating authority,
see29U.S.C. § 1302(bXl), so that the Solicitor General is neither under any
obligation nor in a position to recognize and represent the PROC's
important interests in the baxtuptey issue raised in this case.
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liability based on based on pre-discharge events. The PBGC
thus shares the same interest as potential investors and
reorganized companies in ensuring that—in all circuits, not just
in some—a bankruptcy discharge provides the essential "fresh
start" at the heart of the federal bankruptcy laws.

6. The decision below poses a fbndamental threat to the
efficiency and integrity of the federal bankruptcy process. The
Seventh Circuit held, and respondent and the Solicitor General
agree, that petitioner is subject to potentially enormous liability
for conduct by its predecessor that occurred years before a
federal bankruptcy discharge under a state statute that was not
enacted until years after the discharge. The decision below
thus allows state law to circumvent the discharge and thereby
to undennine the constitutionally-rooted uniformity of the
federal bankruptcy laws. This Court should resolve the circuit
split presented in this case by firmly rejecting any such notion
of "reverse preemption."

CONCLUSION
The petition for writ of certiorari should be granted.

RespectfUlly submitted,

ROBERT H. WHEELER KENNETH W. STARR
OPPENHEIMER WOLFF & Counsel of Record

DONNELLY DONALD G. KEMPF, JR.
Two Prudential Plaza RICHARD A. ColoItkY
180 North Stetson Avenue CHRISTOPHER LANDAU
45th Floor KIRKLAND & ELLIs
Chicago, illinois 60601 655 Fifteenth Street

Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 879-5000

Counselfor Petitioner CMC
Heartland Farmers
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HARVARD LAW SCHOOL
CAMBRIDGE • MASSACHUSETTS • 0213$

ELIZABETHWARREN (617)495-3101
LEO GOrrLIEB PROFESSOR OF LAw (617) 496-6118 (FAx)

TO: The Solicitor General

FROM: Elizabeth Warren 1sfEW

DATE: November 6, 1996

RE: Petition for Certiorari for
CMC Heartland Partners v. Union Pacific
Railroad Comyanv

I have no doubt that every party who comes to the
Justice Department asking for help persuading the Supreme
Court to grant certiorari argues that the legal issue presented to
the court is of the utmost consequence. In this case, however,
the claim that the disputed legal issue relates to the very heart
of an important part of the legal system is not even a slight
exaggeration. The extent to which a bankruptcy filing resolves
all the claims based on the debtor's pre-filing past is a question
that goes to the essence of what bankruptcy should accomplish.

The Seventh Circuit opinion in CMC Heartland
Partners v. Union Pacific Railroad Company—like that of the
Third Circuit in In re Frenville Co.—sharply nanows the range
of options available to a bankrupt business to deal with all the
parties who may claim its assets. If allowed to stand, the
implications of these decisions of failing businesses, for those
who are trying to put the assets of those businesses back into
productive use, for those who face uncompensated injuries, and
for those who have other claims against the business are
profound. This is not a simple case of debtor versus creditor,
a decision in which favoring one party necessarily injures
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another. Instead, this is question about the scope of the
bankruptcy laws, about whether they provide a final
opportunity to separate the activities of the debtor's pre-
bankruptcy past from those of its post-bankruptcy future, and
whether all claimants from that past have a right to treatment
on an equal footing. When a broad question of scope has been
raised by the circuit courts, it deserves the timely attention of
the Supreme Court. This is particularly so where, as here, there
is a growing conflict among the circuits on the proper
resolution to that question.

In this case, long after the Milwaukee Railroad
(predecessor in interest to CMC Heartland) filed its bankruptcy
and confirmed a plan of reorganization, Union Pacific Railroad
is now alleging that it has a right to collect on its pre-
bankruptcy indemnification claim, toxic spills—and had a full
opportunity to participate in the bankruptcy which it took
advantage of, the company claims that the indemnification
obligation survived. According to Union Pacific, the only
obligations that were discharged in bankruptcy were those
indemnification claims it might assert under the laws as they
stood at the moment of the bankruptcy discharge. The Seventh
Circuit agreed, holding that any new legal basis for liability
against a party to whom the debtor once owed indemnification,
such as the passage of another environmental law, was
adequate to revive the moribund indemnification claim. If this
view of claims revival stands, any change in status that creates
a new payment obligation for beneficiaries of indemnification,
such as a change in state caselaw or statutory law, creates a
new claim against a post-bankruptcy entity. This result
threatens the essence of a bankruptcy discharge.
Back2round: The Claims Process in the Bankruptcy System

A few years ago, I was asked by the Federal Judicial
Center to write a summary of the operation of the business
bankruptcy system, explaining the most important features in
non-technical language for use by the non-specialist federal
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courts. In the resulting book,' which was reviewed by judges
throughout the federal system before publication, claims are
featured prominently in the first substantive chapter. I explain
the starting point of bankruptcy law for both liquidations and
reorganizations:

A profound shift in the relationship
between debtors and creditors occurs at the
filing of a bankruptcy petition. A new estate is
created, comprising both the legal and
economic interests of the old debtor and the
collective economic and legal interests of the
creditors. Creditors lose theft individual
collection rights against the debtor, and they are
forced to deal with an estate operating on behalf
of all the creditors.

This fundamental shift is captured more vividly in the claims
process:

The transformation of claims against a
debtor into claims against an estate protects the
collective nature of the bankruptcy proceeding.
By converting creditors' claims against the pre-
bankruptcy debtor to claims against a
bankruptcy estate, the Code gives the estate
manager a position to account for, to monitor,
and to value each charge against the estate's
assets.3

The extent to which the bankruptcy system forces all
parties who may call on the debtor for payment into a
collective proceeding is governed by the interpretation of the
claims provisions first in the Act in section 77 and then in the

Elizabeth Waxten, Business Bankruptcy (Federal Judicial Center 1993).
2 Id.at6l.

Id. at6l-62.
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economic interests of the old debtor and the
collective economic and legal interests of the
creditors. Creditors lose their individual
[collectionrights against thedebtor, and theyare
forced to deal withan estate operating on behalf
ofall the creditors.’ -

This fimdamental shift is captured more vividly in theclaims
process:

The transformationof claims against a
debtor into claims against an estate protects the
collectivenature ofthebankruptcyproceeding.
By converting creditors’ claims against the pre-
bankruptcy debtor to claims against a

bankruptcy estate, the Code gives the estate
manager a position to account for, to monitor,
and to value each charge against the estate’s
assets.’
The extent to which the banlcruptcy system forces all

parties who may call on the debtor for payment into a a

collective proceeding is governed by the interpretation of the
claims provisions first in theAct in section 77 and thenin the

' ElizabethWarren, Business Bankruptcy (Federal Judicial Center 1993).
’ Id. at 61.
3 Id. at 61-62.
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Code in section 10 1(5). If this provision is given a narrow
reading, the impact on the bankruptcy process is profound:
bankruptcy will deal with less than all of the obligations aiising
from the pre-bankruptcy behavior of the debtor. If the
provision is read broadly, then a bankruptcy case may
reasonably deal with all the obligations incuned by the debtor,
creating a cleavage between the debtor's pre-fihing past, which
will be dealt with collectively, and the debtor's post-filing
future, in which parties may deal individually with the
surviving entity.

The practical implications of this difference are
enormous. If an obligation of the debtor is not dealt with in the
bankruptcy, then the obligation may survive after the
bankruptcy case is completed. In some cases, this means that
creditors who have a claim tied to the debtor's pre-bankruptcy
past may disrupt the debtor's post-bankruptcy future. A
claimant who is not dealt with in the collective bankruptcy
proceedings, for example, and whose claim is therefore not
processed and paid on par with other claimants, may come
back to the surviving business after a plan is confirmed to
assert claims for compensation that disrupt the post-filing
debtor's business.
The Importance of this Issue to the Bankruptcy System

The question of what claims shall be covered in a
bankruptcy proceeding involves the distributional issues at
stake in any bankruptcy action:

The claims process is critical to the
distributional objectives of the Code. As claims
are estimated, valued, and assigned certain
priority rights, the distributional scheme of the
bankruptcy system comes to life. Whether an
obligation owed by a debtor becomes a
claim—and can thus be discharged—raises a
critical distributional question among
competing creditors. Similarly, the discharge
of claims or the rewriting of payment
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obligations over time necessarily distributes the
assets of the estate among competing parties.'
if a creditor is denied the opportunity to participate in

a final distribution by a failing debtor, the Bankruptcy Code
i1s to deliver its promised equality of treatment. Similarly, if
a creditor can profit from reserving some part of its claim and
later collect more from the surviving business, the
distributional goal of equality of treatment among creditors is
also violated.

A corollary to the equality-of-distribution argument is
the reinvestment argument A principle function of bankruptcy
is to preserve the going concern value of a failing business,
permitting the business to remain intact rather than to be
liquidated for pro rata distribution to its creditors. The
creditors of the failing business must be paid at least as much
as they would have gotten in the liquidation (a requirement of
§ 1 129(aX9)), and the going-concern premium can fund higher
payments. The business, and the jobs it supplies, can be
preserved without imposing additional injury on the creditors.
A large part of preservation of going-concern value depends on
new capital investment. New money can flow into a business
only if the new investors can be certain that old liabilities have
been identified and dealt with.

One reason the bankruptcy laws use a very expansive
definition of "claim" is to resolve ALL claims—potential and
actual, matured and unmatuzvd, contingent and non-contingent,
liquidated and unliquidated. if there were unresolved claims
outstanding, then new investments in the failing business
would be sharply curtailed. Investors would buy assets at
lower prices from liquidation sales rather than invest in
reorganizing businesses.

In the late l980s, I engaged in a lengthy debate with
Professor Douglas Baird about bankruptcy policy.

Id. at6l.
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Notwithstanding our differences on a number of points about
striking the appropriate balance between debtors and creditors,
we agreed on the critical importance of including all parties
who may raise a claim against a debtor for its pre-fihing
behavior in a single bankruptcy action:

The bankruptcy system equalizes the
treatment of creditors and parties affected by
business fhilure when timing variations leave
them with vezy different formal rights.... The
Code generally minimizes the consequences of
timing differences among the debtor's
prepetition creditors as it reorders claims based
on an underlying similarity of rights. [footnote
omitted]5
Any decision, such as those in CMC Heartland and

Frenville, that leaves the new business with the risk of
unknown, unquantifiable losses that may arise in the future
directly undercuts the ability of the business to reorganize in
bankruptcy, to maximize its returns to its unpaid creditors and
to survive as an employer. If a shift in state law suddenly
imposes new losses on a business long after its reorganization
is complete, the cost of investing in bankrupt business has just
risen sharply.

One final point about the impact of a decision about
when a bankruptcy claim arises is in order. That question is
implicated in the most difficult cases facing the courts over the
next dozen years. Environmental claims, product liability
claims, and mass tort claims, for which we have currently only
seen the tip of the iceberg, are multiplying against American
businesses. A significant number of those businesses will find
their way into the bankruptcy courts in the next two decades.
At the same time, emerging business practices mean that large

Elizabeth Warren, BanfrupicyPolicymaking in an imperfect World, 92
Mich. L. Rev. 336,358-59(1993).
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business purchases are now routinely accompanied by
indemnification clauses, so that all companies—including those
facing financial difficulties—are more likely to have a
collection of outstanding indemnification obligations. If the
Seventh Circuit opinion in CMC Heartland v. Union Facjflc
stands, every change in state law that alters the potential
responsibility of a party—extensions of statutes of limitations,
expansions in the sweep of liability principles, development of
third-party liabilities—will threaten to unravel bankruptcy
reorganizations long-since thought to be settled. Financial
reorganization of complex entities will become almost
impossible.

If hastily made judicial decisions constrain the reach of
the bankruptcy system to deal with the problems identified
here, it will be no victory for judicial economy. Instead,
decisions creating false boundaries that limit which claims can
be collectively treated in a bankruptcy case will spawn
countless more cases, as parties dispute whether their particular
facts fall inside or outside the newly modified claims
definition. Moreover, parties will spend the intervening time
maneuvering for position in and out of the bankruptcy system
rather than submit their difficulties to a single forum for a
unified resolution. Variations in state law, rather than uniform
interpretation of the federal bankruptcy laws, will dominate the
system. Only by keeping the scope of bankruptcy discharge
orders broad, as Congress intended and as the Supreme Court
has thus far consistently ruled, can bankruptcy serve as a forum
to resolve multiple disputes without expending endless
resources on disputes about whether the proceedings include all
the disputants.

The kinds of obligations drawn into the bankruptcy
process as claims against the estate powerfully affect both the
collective nature of the bankruptcy proceedings and the
distributional impact of bankruptcy. The lines that are drawn
to determine which obligations are included within the
bankruptcy discharge are the lines that determine whether the
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bankruptcy goals of equality of treatment among creditors and
preservation of the going concern value of a business can be
realized.

Any decision that limits the scope of bankruptcy
discharge orders has a powerfW impact on the bankruptcy
system. Such a decision will constrain the ability of the parties
to settle all disputes related to a debtor's pre-bankruptcy past
in a single forum. It will encourage both strategic behavior and
multiple lawsuits. It will undemiine the central principle of the
federal bankruptcy laws—to treat like claimants alike—leaving
those with pre-filing injuries to a collective treatment in the
bankruptcy proceeding while those whose injuries arise later
founder alone, sometimes receiving much better subsequent
treatment and other times receiving no compensation at all.

I urge the Justice Department to support the granting of
the Petition for Certiorari in CMC Heartland Farmers v. Union
Pacific Railroad Company. The issue will not disappear, and
continued uncertainty and division among the circuits will only
heighten the costs imposed on all the parties who are trying to
deal with claims against a failing company.
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